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A Bit About Me ….
• Alta Justus, Director of Marketing @ Finalsite UK 

• Over 17 years commercial experience marketing – both online and off

• Spent the past 4 years developing a deep understanding and insight 

into the education marketing space

• Passionate about helping schools succeed in the digital arena

About Finalsite UK 

• In December of 2016 School Website joined forces with Finalsite to 

create Finalsite UK

• In addition to having powerful new software, we now have the insight 

of our US counterparts that are 3-5 years ahead of the market in their 

digital marketing 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/altajustus/
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What is SEO Copywriting?

If I were to simplify it, what sets SEO copywriting apart 

from any other copywriting is that it needs to meet two sets 

of criteria. 

1. To satisfy your target audience. Your content needs 

to be relevant and a resource for your readers —

something that educates, entertains or enlightens them

2. To needs to be obvious to Google what your website, 

your webpage or social feeds are about, and how your 

content might be more relevant than your competitors
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• Search engines want to provide their users with 

information that is relevant to them

• When thinking of creating copy that is optimised 

for search engines, you first need to think of your 

target audience

• Create Persona Profiles to identify who your target 

audiences are, what they need, what they value, 

their concerns and what problems you can solve 

for them

First Step to Optimised Copy - Know Your Target 
Audience
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Next Step - Understand the  Keywords That 
Resonate With Them

• Keywords are an important aspect of SEO copywriting, 

so to be effective you need to know what keyword 

phrases matter the most to your target audiences

• What questions do they regularly ask? What concerns 

do they have? What words do they use when 

describing your school? ie Nursery vs Preschool, Private 

vs Independent

• These keywords should be used on your website, in 

your blogs and across your social media and should 

form the basis of your content strategy
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Number 1 Rule for Optimising Your Website

• You don’t need to optimise every page!

• Think only of the keywords that you’d like to 

be found on (ie what your audience are 

searching for) and optimise the pages that 

make sense to use those phrases on
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• Meta Tags are HTML snippets of text that describe a 

webpage’s content 

• Although these are not viewed directly on your website 

they’re utilised by search engines – and visitors – to 

interpret what your page is about so can’t be 

overlooked by copywriters

• There are two Meta tags that are essential to your 

school website’s SEO – your Meta Title and your Meta 

Description

• Meta tags are updated via your website CMS and 

require no HTML or coding skills

SEO and Meta Tags
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Meta titles are added via your webpage settings 

and appear in three key places on the web:

• Search engine results 

• Browsers tabs

• Social media posts

Meta Titles
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First and foremost, your title tags need to follow SEO best practices.

• Optimal length: Google has recently updated their meta title 

length to ~70 characters

• Optimal format: consider the keywords that are important to your 

audience and are relevant to your page’s content. Ideally your Meta 

Title would use the following format:  

Primary Keyword, Secondary Keyword | School Name

• Although each webpage must have a unique Meta Title, not all 

pages much include keywords

Meta Titles and SEO Best Practices
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• Research indicates the closer to the start of the Meta Title a 

keyword is, the more helpful it will be for ranking—and the more 

likely a user will be to click in search results

• For example: 

Top Girls Boarding School, London| Your School Name  

is generally preferred over 

Your School Name | Top Girls Boarding School, London

• However if you have a very strong brand name already and adding 

your school name at the beginning would help the click thru rate, 

then by all means do that!

Meta Titles and SEO Best Practices
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• Meta Descriptions are commonly used on search 

engine result pages and social channels to display 

preview snippets for a given page

• Think of your meta description as an ad encouraging 

users to click through to visit your website but don’t 

forget your keywords

• Again, this is done on your page settings via your CMS

• Optimal length: between 150-160 characters

A top all girls boarding school located in beautiful YourTown, see how life at 

YourSchooName goes beyond academics to create life-long memories and friendships.

Meta Descriptions
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For The More Experienced, Add Rich Snippets

• Rich snippet is code that is added to your website to give you search 

results an extra boast by adding images, reviews, event dates etc to your 

search results

• Although they don’t affect your SEO directly they do indirectly by typically 

getting a higher click-through rate 

• Rich snippets can be added using Google’s Markup Helper

https://www.google.com/webmasters/markup-helper/u/0/
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• Be sure your webpage copy contains the keyword phrases 

that you’d like that page to rank on

• It cannot rank without there being reference to that keyword 

either in 

• your page copy

• your H1 tag

• meta title or meta description

• Ideally you would have a particular keyword/phrase that you’d 

like that page to rank for and it would be across all areas

• Follow Google’s best practices and have only one unique and 

optimised H1 per page

Put Your Keywords Where They Count
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• Strategically distributing your keywords will make it clear 

to Google that this is what your webpage / blog is about

• Include the keyword in the first line or two of your 

website content as that speaks the importance to Google 

but don’t forget to pepper those keywords (or similarly 

related words) throughout the copy and then again at 

the end

Think of Your Keyword Distribution
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SEO Copywriting and Word Count

• While there's no universal one-size-fits-all 

content length, Google uses their judgement to 

determine whether the content length on a 

given page is right for the query in question 

and the purpose of the page

• Look to create a balance between the visual 

and your content

• Blogs can be a great way to include more 

content and point back to your key pages, 

boasting their ranking 
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Not Sure What to Write About?

Answer the Who, What, Where and Why!

• Write answers to the queries that visitors are 

searching for

• Again, go back to your Personas

• Answer the Public is a fantastic site to show you the 

types of questions people are asking in search 

engines: 

• How to compare primary schools UK?

• Are independent schools worth the money?

• What UK universities offer medicine?

https://answerthepublic.com/
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Examples
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Google Trends
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SEO Optimised Blog Titles

• Use words that evoke curiosity in the reader. Trigger 

words like How, Why and What are great for that 

• How to help your child improve their reading

• What’s the best way to choose a University?

• Add numbers in your titles (always popular with Google)

• 10 study tips for better grades

• 5 reasons to choose an Academy 

• 6 words or less have the highest click-through rate

• Use a Headline Generator Tool like SEOPressor

• Of course, include your Keywords

http://seopressor.com/blog-title-generator/
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Adding Modifiers for Higher SEO Rankings

Adding simple modifiers to your blog titles can increase your 

ranking as these are common search words. But again, think 

of what your audiences are looking for…

• “How to…”

• Review

• Best

• Fast

• Checklist

• Guide

• Tips

• Easy

• Simple

The Best Study Guide for Year Seven Maths You’ll Read

10 Simple Steps to Selecting A University
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Optimising PDFs

Utilise This Overlooked Opportunity!

• Use a descriptive file name and add the hyphens 

yourself to avoid ‘%20’ when uploaded or 

downloaded

• Fill in the Title, Subject and Keywords data in the 

document properties

• Ensure you have enough copy in your PDF and it’s 

not all images (use alt text for those)

• Link back to your website
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• There’s debate out there if links still have any 

impact on your SEO, but the general 

consensus is that they’re still worth having

• As a SEO copywriter you need to be thinking 

of the pages that contain the keywords you’d 

like to be found on and then creating links to 

them

• Two ways to do that are via interlinks and 

backlinks

Website Links and SEO
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Point to Your Key Pages

• Go through your site and create links to 

your key webpages to give them more 

credibility with Google 

• Use your keywords in your internal links, 

not ‘click here’

• Links put in the first 200 words have more 

weight with search engines than those 

later on

Interlinks – Links Between Your Own Pages
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Backlinks – Links from External Sites

Quality Not Quantity

• Links from high-ranking, high authority 

websites can provide valuable SEO link juice 

back to your own site

• Social sites such as Wikipedia and YouTube 

are easy ones to create backlinks from

• Directories, education bloggers and 

associations can also provide valuable links
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Write SEO Friendly Image ALT Tags

• Google can’t ‘see’ images so create descriptive Alt text 

from search engines to read your photos (added via 

your CMS)

• Describe the image as specifically as possible – ie 

‘Students at X Girls Boarding School in X enjoying a 

social break outside’ 

• Again, keep your keywords in mind

• Keep under <125 characters
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• Your website URLs should follow Google’s rules as well 

• Keep them short and sweet and remember the first 3 to 5 

words in a URL are given the most weight

• Ensure that your URL contains your page’s keywords or is 

a good description of what your page is about

www.yourschoolname.co.uk/girls-sixthform-lanchashire

• Don’t included underscores, symbols or numbers

• Remember when updating your URLs make sure you 

create re-directs for any pages that may have been 

ranking well. Don’t lose any previous hard work! 

Make Your URL’s SEO Friendly
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• Social media posts are now showing up in search results. 

Make it easy for search engines and visitors to find you

• Ensure your profile is completely filled out including your 

name, location, website URL and established date

• Use multiple and long-tail keywords in your bio and 

descriptions (in a natural way)

• Use #hashtags that your audience would be searching for

• Don’t forget CTA buttons or hyperlinks!

SEO Social Media Tips
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• Stop using text, start showing – add photo and 

video

• Just like your blogs, think of what your audience is 

searching for

• Add your modifiers – ‘How to’, Guide etc

• Keep your titles short, but include your keywords 

whenever possible

• Research best lengths for social posts [or visit my 

colleague Olivia]

Creating Engaging Social Content
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• Emails themselves don’t directly effect your SEO rankings, 

but again influences user behavior

• Optimising your emails for SEO is really all about 

engagement and driving readers to your website

• This again brings us back to knowing your audience

• Optimise your subject lines. Keep them short. 6-10 word 

subject lines have the highest open rate

• Personalised subject lines can increase the open rate by 

42%

SEO and Email Marketing
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Increasing Engagement

• Use images or videos that encourage click-through 

to your website

• Include Alt descriptions on images for those not 

loading them

• Obviously your emails need to be responsive –

therefore NO PDF newsletters!

• Add CTA buttons – Hubspot and Clopyblogger say 

that it can boast clicks by 45%

SEO and Email Marketing

https://www.hubspot.com/
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/personalized-calls-to-action-convert-better-data
https://www.copyblogger.com/
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Your Subject Line Can Make a Difference

• 47% of recipients open email based on the subject 

line alone

• Appeal to human emotions – fear, curiosity, humour, 

pain etc

• Fear of Missing Out – ‘Going Fast – Purchase Your 

X Ticket Now To Avoid Disappointment! 

• Curiosity – ‘10 Things You Hope Your Children Aren’t 

Doing at School’

• Pain Points – ‘How To Help Your Child With First 

Day School Anxiety’ or ‘How To Compare Universities’

Email Subject Lines
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And lastly… Copywriting Tips for Local Search
5 Steps To Getting Found Locally

1. Include your location in your website Meta Titles and/or 

Descriptions

2. Make sure you’ve claimed your business on Google My 

Business and Bing’s Places for Business

3. Optimise your business pages with your location, description, 

hours, logo, photos etc. 

4. Ask parents from online reviews – Google My Business and 

your Facebook page are the two biggest

5. For the advanced – use local structured data mark-up on your 

website. Schema markup can be added to tell Google more 

about your site and where you’re located

https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.bingplaces.com/
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Confused? Don’t Be!

• When it comes to SEO don’t get too stressed out

• Create your Personas, do your keyword research 

and build your content around that

• At the end of the day if you provide information 

that your audience is looking for and you’ve made 

it obvious that that is what your content is about, 

Google will share it!
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SEO Content Editor Tool

• http://www.seoreviewtools.com/seo-content-editor/

Keyword Tool 

• https://ubersuggest.io/

Meta Tags Length Checker

• http://www.snippetoptimizer.net

Blog Headline Tool

• SEOPressor

A Few SEO Copywriting Tools

http://www.seoreviewtools.com/seo-content-editor/
https://ubersuggest.io/
http://www.snippetoptimizer.net/
http://seopressor.com/blog-title-generator/


Thank You!
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